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去年10月一次在視覺藝術中心的展覽中相遇，結下了今天的緣。大家對藝術的理念相近，熱愛自
然，敬畏宇宙，即使此後彼此各自忙碌，但還保持聯絡，也會把自己的新作電郵給對方，開展了千里之外
的藝術交流，萌生了舉辦聯合畫展的念頭。是次展覽嘗試以畫意的和諧，探索藝術無國界之真義。

緣  起
Background
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In October 2012, while holding her joint exhibition in Hong Kong Visual Arts Centre, Winnie Hui 

met Wolfgang Sobol who was a visitor from Germany. They shared the same view towards the relationship 

between human culture and nature, both of  them paid homage to the universe. They kept contact and 

communicated by exchanging their works by email afterwards, hence an idea of  holding a joint exhibition 

emerged.

The exhibition is a real “East meets West” platform which brings out the coherent unity base on the 

basic form of  human understanding.

Left to right: 
Wolfgang Sobol, Winnie Hui and Elke Sobol
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策展人的話
Message from Curator

‘Unknown’ arises from the natural human curiosity about the world and the cosmos. This constant 

motive over decades and centuries is especially critical today – the further the civilisation is accelerating, the 

more mystifying the direction of  human beings are heading to the future. Despite how human beings utilise 

technology to explore all types of  unknown, how we place ourselves, our roles and stances in this rapidly 

changing world remains unresolved. But somehow the ‘Universe’ has consistent principles. Human beings of  

very different backgrounds and values still can share the same endeavour and attitude towards life, which is 

the aim of  the exhibition. 

Using art as their medium of  expression, Winnie and Wolfgang discourse on striving beyond realistic 

denotations to reach the spiritual fulfilment. Similar ideologies and artistic conceptions are realised 

independently in differing regional styles. Winnie approaches from the Chinese philosophical perspective 

whilst Wolfgang attempts by inspirations of  the Germanic landscape. Their perceptions and methodologies 

of  capturing the essence of  universe are then paralleled and diverged. Art as a universal language becomes 

apparent and offers resonance regardless of  the audience’s background, serving diverse interests covering 

from Western to Chinese art, from traditional to contemporary techniques.

Edith Fung
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萬象無言，各自充實；一塊石，一片葉，一株樹，一座山，流水繞石，煙雲戀山，在在表現著靈

性，顯露著生命。中國的詩畫，中國的哲學，無不表達人心對大自然和宇宙的最深關注和無限敬畏。面

對恢宏深博的文化寶庫，望能從一樹一石磨勵，一點一畫修練，以期探索寶庫一隅。

Wang Kuo-wei (1877-1927), a versatile and original Chinese scholar said, “In the world with a self, it is 

‘I’ who looks at the external objects, and therefore, everything is tinged with my color; in the world without 

a self, it is one object that looks at other objects, and therefore, one no longer knows which is ‘I’ and which 

is ‘object’.”  Chinese painting is cultivated as a gate to enlightenment, a unified vision and a pure nature, with 

functions of  clearing artist’s mind and allowing artist to see from minutia to universe. Through painting I try 

to understand myself  and the world, both are immense and limitless.

許建生 
Winnie Hui
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不負煙雲
Not Without Veiling Clouds 
Ink and color on rice paper

70cm x 46cm 2010
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清氣
The Scent of Ink 
Ink on rice paper
103cm x 70cm 2010
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無地根
Floating Roots

Ink on rice paper
97cm x 69cm 2010
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落紅
Not Far from Spring
Ink and color on rice paper
180cm x 97cm 2011



春住
Vernal Charm

Ink and color on rice paper
180cm x 97cm (each panel) 2013
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樹與石
Trees and Stones
Ink and color on rice paper
97cm x 188cm 2013
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雲與鳥
Birds and Clouds 

Ink, color and collage on rice paper
97cm x 188cm 2013
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石相 12.2012
Physiognomy of Stones 12.2012
Ink and color on rice paper
70cm x 70cm (each panel)
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石文 7.2013
Writing Stone Characters 7.2013
Ink on rice paper
70cm x 70cm (each panel) 2013
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石文 8.2013
Writing Stone Characters 8.2013

Ink on rice paper
70cm x 70cm 2013
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石相 6.2013
Physiognomy of Stones 6.2013
Ink and color on rice paper
70cm x 70cm (each panel)
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一丘一 壑
Solitude in Stone 
Ink on rice paper

           48cm x 30cm 2010
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The universe is made of  a mystic order. Everything we do is determined by this order. To create new, 

we must comprehend. My paintings are creations. They combine the recognized and the unrecognized 

symbiotically. Nature in my paintings is far from the archaic concept of  nature. In them, a part of  universal 

nature - that includes all human creation – becomes visible. The objects you see often seem to be trees, plants 

or alike, but then unknown beings emerge. Beings with a unique structure. I’m looking for the skeleton in 

objects that my art is made of  – but finally I’m looking for the universal structures themselves.

Wolfgang Sobol
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End of an Ice Age
Oil on canvas 150 x 220 cm 2011

Coordinates: 50°42’5.53”N / 10°32’36.06”E
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Interferenz in the Light of the Green
Oil on canvas 150 x 270 cm 2012
Coordinates: 50°42’50.08”N / 10°31’57.19”E
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Landscape at the Edge of a Universe
Oil on canvas 150 x 220 cm 2011

Coordinates: 50°42’5.03”N / 10°32’37.23”E
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Landscape without Nationality
Oil on canvas 220 x 150 cm 2011
Coordinates: 50°42’19.26”N / 10°29’43.72”E
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In the Horizon the World is to an End
Oil on canvas 180 x 200 cm 2013

Coordinates: 50°29’59.54”N / 10°28’54.09”E
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Big Brown Orgasm
Oil on Canvas 160 x 200 cm 2008
Coordinates: 54°35’43.72”N / 13°23’43.51”E
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Big Green Orgasm
Oil on Canvas 160 x 200 cm 2007

Coordinates: 54°35’43.72”N / 13°23’43.51”E
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Nature is a Weapon
Mixing technology
120 x 100 cm 2012
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????
Acrylic on canvas

100 x 140 cm 2012
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Suddenly, the Sky was Black from Plumage, Thousandfold
Oil on Canvas 
80 x 100 cm 2008
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Sky without Time of Day
Mixing technology

120 x 100 cm 2013
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The Wind Wants to Hide his Face in the Blue of the Sky
Oil on Canvas 160 x 200 cm 2012
Coordinates: 50°55’51.98”N / 11°34’58.66”E
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No Nothing for Everyone
Oil on Canvas

120 x 150 cm 2008
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Come in to Me from Eternal Space
Oil on Canvas 
100 x 100 cm 2012





Winnie Hui
T: +852 9467 1143
E: winniekshui@hotmail.com
www.winnie-art.com

Wolfgang Sobol
T: +49368 4742713
F: +49368 4742712
M: +49170 4356750
E: blattfrosch@gmx.de
http://sobol.info


